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July 2018 in De Montfort Hall, Leicester.

Below are five examples of the impressive range of undergraduate and postgraduate student achievements in the School of

This year

won four prizes: the West End Memorial Prize (best graduate in Modern Languages), the Leslie Sykes Prize (best performance

with five distinguished authors and media personalities –

For the children there was Catherine Johnson, Anne Fine, and

established ones in the city (The Phoenix, Curve,

new outreach venues (including the Space Centre, Leicester

Japan.

Seinan Gakuin University, joined us as a visiting fellow, and his

Literature and Film'.

Countryside: Reinterpreting English

£58,331 for her major project 'Colonial

innovative teaching practices.

Research Awards

Taylor, Joseph Walton, Cathleen Waters,

James, Claire Jenkins, Sarah Knight, Mary

This was awarded to
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